ITALIAN COOKING LESSONS AT “LIMONCELLO” RESTAURANT

The Italian Cooking Lessons are continued with enthusiasm at the«Limoncello» Restaurant of Creta & Terra Maris Convention & Golf Resort in Hersonissos.

Implementing the program from the beginning of the season, there are many people who enjoy their “initiation” to the secrets of the worldwide adored cuisine instructed by the award winning Chef Matteo Masciocchi, who imparts the joy of creation and welfare.

Inside the impressive site of the Italian restaurant, the students participate actively in the preparation and execution of Italian recipes with fresh and authentic ingredients.

Armed with the proper clothing and a lots of mood, they learn to make appetizers, fresh pasta – such as fouzili, pennes, rigatoni, ravioli, gnocchi made of spinach or potato - unique sauces, different kinds of bread with herbs and spices - as well as famous desserts.

Furthermore, this process turns out to be fun also for the young ones, to whom the chef grants his apron and encourages them to experiment, exceeding the limits of their imagination.

Participants – of all ages, residents of the hotel and not only - enjoy at the end of every lesson the fruits of their efforts.